Terms of Reference

Strategy 2020-2023
Digital Defenders Partnership
Introduction
The Digital Defenders Partnership (DDP) started late 2012 by the Freedom Online Coalition to keep
the internet open and free from emerging threats, specifically in internet repressive and
transitional environments. The program provides emergency support (grants and advice) for the
; bloggers, cyber activists, journalists, human rights defenders, and other
activists, and builds capacity of the emergency response field by coordinating rapid
networks and investing in long-term organizational security through fellowships. The DDP is currently
funded by 8 donors (US state DRL department, ministries of foreign affairs of the Netherlands, Finland,
Canada, Estonia, Latvia, Czech Republic and Sweden - SIDA). DDP is a neutral and independent entity
from its donor countries, managed by the INGO HIVOS.

Assignment: Co-create a new Strategy for DDP 2020-2023
In a rapidly changing online environment, the Digital Defenders Partnership wants to stay relevant
and ahead of the curve. We are looking for a creative think-tank/strategy development bureau to
deliver creative input and co-create the new 2020-2023 Strategy with us and relevant stakeholders.

Main objective of this assignment
Despite many positive results since 2012, critical internet users in different parts of the world are
continuously under attack, and the urgency for a programme like DDP remains. In the past 6 six years
Internet penetration has increased across the world but so did the efforts of governments and
companies to filter, censor and control information and expression online. Awareness about online
safety and security has increased but so did online harassment and surveillance and although there is
more expertise and tools available to respond to online threats, the fragmentation of emergency
responders, and the limited capacity of organizations and individuals under treat to holistically and
sustainable mitigate effects of emergencies ask for multifaceted coordination interventions.
How does this influence the strategic choices of Digital Defenders Partnership in the future? We are
open to reposition the DDP if needed. There are multiple learnings / recommendations available in
our Mid Term Evaluation of the DDP and there are stakeholders (known or unknown to us) with
specific ideas, and global trends or developments beyond our radar that might influence our strategy.

Important elements in the design of a new DDP strategy:
-

-

In co-creation with current DDP stakeholders (activists, networks, donors, strategic partners).
Within our program we have experience in co-creating program elements with diverse
stakeholders; it creates trust, buy-inn and commitment among all involved
Innovative; consulted with people outside the current DDP network to think out-of-our own
box

-

design something from our perspective only)
Connection to HIVOS strategy and Freedom of Expression in specific
A stepped approach; we have a vision for a total design process until delivery of creative visuals
of an actual strategy, but we will take this process step by step
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To share this new strategy with our donors, beneficiaries and stakeholders we are looking for both a
creative strategizing process and a creative visualization/articulation of the strategy.
We are preferably looking for a creative think tank/strategy design bureau based in Latin America /
Post Soviet region / Asia / or Eastern Africa (the areas where we work mostly at the moment). We will
sign contracts per phase identified below. We might sign contracts with one bureau for all 3
assignment phases, but want to leave the possibility open to redesign phases / contract other skills if
needed.

Sub-objectives / phases of this assignment:
Phase 1: Assessing / research (Jan
-

April 2018)

Assessing the DDP mid-term evaluation; what are the most important learnings and
recommendations from an outside perspective for the creation of a new DDP strategy?
What global trends and developments should be taken into consideration to create the new
DDP strategy and in what way?
Reflecting: what should we research further to create the new DDP strategy?
Mapping: what stakeholders should we approach/interact with to co-create the new DDP
strategy? How should we relate to Hivos regional offices?
Next steps: what creative process can help us in co-creating of the new DDP strategy? What
elements does it entail and how does a possible planning and budget look like for the next
Phase? What should we discuss with current DDP donors/stakeholders at this point?
DDP has an annual donor meeting (an important stakeholder group). This meeting will take
place at RightsCon 2018 in Toronto. We want to use this opportunity to discuss outcomes of
Phase 1 with them.

Phase 2: Creative Co-creation (May-Sept 2018)
-

Deciding on the process: the assignment team together with DDP decides on the cocreation process as suggested under Phase 1 next steps and after input of current DDP
donors/other stakeholders.
Facilitating: the creative co-creation process
Gathering: all input of the different elements of the co-creation process and compiling them
in one report / draft strategy text

Phase 3: Program / Strategy Design (Oct-Nov 2018)
-

-

Creating: further co-creating the DDP strategy; DDPs approach, target group, activities, ways
of working (like M&E), objectives, strategic partners, intended impact, connections to existing
networks and movements (like the feminists movement), advisory board? Communication
and outreach strategy, website
Visualizing: delivering visualizations that support DDP strategy (which can be used for
outreach/fundraising)

Deliverables, Services and Milestones
The skills that we are looking for;
- Critical, creative thinkers
- Visual / design deliverables
- Affinity / experience with the digital safety and security /internet freedom/emergency
response for human rights defenders scenes
- Affinity / experience with human rights
- Affinity / experience with gender equality, feminists movements
- trusted (being able to work with confidential partners)
As mentioned we will sign a contract per Phase with a bureau. We would need a more detailed
budget and work plan for each phase before signing the actual contract.
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Timeline
Dec 2017: tender process for this assignment
- ToR sent to (at least 2) potential teams
- 29 Dec 2017: final date for teams to respond with a SoI
- 1-5 Jan 2018: review of SoIs by DDP
- 5 Jan 2018: final date for approval of team for this assignment
- Jan: bureau to present more detailed work plan and budget for phase 1
Jan 2018: DDP to sign a contract with the team for Phase 1
Jan April 2018: Phase 1 Research
May Sept 2018: Phase 2 Co-creation
Oct - Nov 2018: Phase 3 Design
End 2018: Freedom Online Conference (tbd. Date and place Oct/Nov/Dec 2018): presenting the
DDP new Strategy to current DDP donors
2019: fundraising with the new DDP strategy
2020: start the implementation of the new strategy

Statement of Interest
We are looking for the following elements in the statement of interest;
-

Teams idea of how to approach this assignment (method/activities)
Track record/examples of team of similar/relevant processes
Examples of relevant designs/visuals
Would your team be able to take on all phases or which ones in specific?
Draft budget
A total of 2-4 pages

Prices and payment scheme
The draft budget that the teams presents in their Statement of Interest should include all costs, like
travel costs for brainstorms, TAX, etc. Actual payment(s) will be done based on approval of
deliverables as stated above in the phases. A first invoice can be send after signing the contract, a
second after completion of a phase.
For background information see ANNEX 1. More information about the DDP is available upon
request.
You can send your questions or Statements of Interest (SOI) to the DDP team: ddp@hivos.org
before 29 December 2017.
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Annex 1: Background information
1.1 What is Hivos?
Hivos is an international development organization guided by humanist values. Together with local
partners we aim to contribute to a free, fair and sustainable world. A world in which all citizens
women and men have equal access to opportunities, rights and resources for development and
can participate actively and equally in decision-making processes that determine their lives, their
society and their future, throughout the Middle East, Africa, Asia and Latin America.

Critical 1 Internet Users under threat
Those include bloggers, cyber activists, journalists, human rights defenders, and other civil society
activists specifically in internet repressive and transitional environments who experience digital
threats. This includes individuals and organizations.
Digital Emergency Responders
This could also be organizations or individuals. They provide tools and support for emergency
response or to help prevent/mitigate threats that critical internet users experience.
The critical Internet users that DDP supports each strive for their own cause to contribute to a fair
and equal world. These causes might range from defending LGBTI2 rights in Uganda, environmental
groups actively demonstrating against state actors or multinationals over environmental issues in
Nigeria, circumventing the censored internet in China, to awareness raising about attacks against
women human rights defenders and journalists in Mexico. Because of their online or offline
outspoken stance towards their causes, those critical internet users are (at risk of) being attacked;
not only by state actors but also by multinational corporations.

1.3
1. Increased safety for critical internet users under attack
2.

Increased capacity of the digital emergency response ecosystem

1.4 What DDP sees as digital threats to critical users
Surveillance: Digital attacks, spear phishing (online profiles, mobiles)
Censorship: Repressive legislation, blocking, filtering, DDoS attacks, arrests for online speech
Harassment & intimidation: Destruction of devices, disclosure of digitally obtained private
information and sabotaging work processes.
See ANNEX 1 for a more detailed description of the context and DDPs response.

1.5 Geographical Focus
Our grants focus is on internet repressive and transitional environments. Our grants investments
have been in Asia, former Soviet countries, Africa, Middle East, South and Central Americas. We work
on a demand based approach.

The Digital Defenders Partnership invests in critical internet users under attack for them to be able
to continue to function securely. We do this by the following activities under the following
objectives (also see image below);

1

Essential individuals who strive for human rights/open societies/democracy. It could also mean that they are critical
towards their own repressive regimes, using the internet to speak out/lobby/etc.
2
Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex (LGBTI) people around the world face discrimination, persecution and
violence simply for expressing who they are and choose to love.
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Objective 1 - Increased safety for critical internet users under attack
- We provide incidental Emergency funding
- We work together with strategic partners (Media Legal Defence Initiative, Virtual Road and
Front Line Defenders) who can provide different types of response (immediate physical
safety, internet infrastructure response, and legal response)
- We provide tools and services (like the Digital First Aid Kit)
- We give advice and do referrals
Objective 2 - Increased capacity to mitigate the effects of digital threats or to provide
response
- We provide sustainable Emergency funding and capacity building grants
- We coordinate digital integrity fellows
- We coordinate (regional) Rapid Response Networks
- We provide mentor services
- We facilitate peer-to-peer learning exchanges
See the Log Frame in ANNEX 2 for an overview of our outcomes, outputs and indicators.

-

Human rights & Internet freedom
Confidentiality & Trust
Mentorship & Partnership
No claiming but Facilitating
Quality & Expertise
Non-violence & Feminist values
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